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mendations aiming to an agreeable orga

a common conduct. The series initiated in 

baggage of culturally significant managerial 

an U nion also raises behavior and good man

Politeness and its role in the 

com m unication culture

Abstract:
„If  you cannot be good, we should at least try to be  polite” said N. Steinhardt in his Journal of hap-

piness, but we have tried to prove that the idea of politeness is deeply related to the historical context. 

The article also analyses the tendencies of the Romanian public discourses in relation to other Euro-

pean and non- European habits of communication. The conclusion of this study is that politeness is deeply 

related to the definition the cultural identity.

“If we cannot be good, we should at least try to be polite”  N. Steinhardt (“Journal of Happiness”)
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embarrassing situations.

ceremonial salute performed by bending 

one’s bust and knees, bound as a sign of respect;

 respect, veneration, consideration, esteem;

al identification. Identity is established in the 

fined.

ages have been in a continuous evolution. 

Politeness historicity

Le protocole et les usages

country and in other countries. It obliges the 

one living it to behavioral refreshing.

due to the chief gardener of Luis X IV . D es

regarding social behavior.

Protocol – communication 

tool

sisted in serving as differentiation method 
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th

The Ladies in the 12th Century

entire family or even in different houses; 

th

fluence that might morally constrain the ad

dressee to intervene. 

th

such as maggiore

magnifico, carissimo

there could be also added come fratello (be

come padre from inferiors 

waiting from 

you like from a father…  or asking you like a fa-

ther…

to see such formulas being used.

a large amount of information to be transmit

each other are on a higher hierarchical level. 

reverential. 

guage abuses sound false.
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formula is M ister or M adam

be also added dear colleague (R omanian lan

M ister Rector, Dear 

Colleague or M ister Doctor, Dear Colleague).

The tendency is more and more obvious 

lish addressing formula Dear Sir

yours sincerely).

nd

instance in the R omanian language relevant 

You make the future

as discover, dream, type or Tvr 1 and Timisoara 

Bishopric asks you to donate

rigors.

In some cultures these gestures could 

they might not. W e agree that the numerous 

international contacts stimulate the individ

fashion

A t the moment of large historical chang

You you (sin

citizen

The former totalitarian regime in our 

namely the change of the addressing form 
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Mister Comrade

behavior and common conduct. Their correct 

st cen

communications technologies have devel

ment and they inevitably contribute to the 
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